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● EP-DT 2 setup

● Long term studies

● Test Beam
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EP-DT-2 Set-Up

EP-DT-2 setup overview:

Single gap, 2 mm  RPC setup with eco-friendly 
(+STD)  gas mixtures operated with gas 
recirculation

2-3 RPC detectors connected to the gas loop in 
parallel

2 scintillators for coincidences (cosmic and beam 
muons)

Dedicated monitoring for gas system (new 
flowmeter, new sensor) and simple DCS for 
detector operation

Data analysis for detector signals, currents and 
rate measurements

Specific gas analysis (GC, GC/MS, ISE) Gas recirculation unit
Humidifier
Purifier
Up to 100% recirculation

Gas Analysis
GC/MS
ISE (F- concentration)

Gas Mixer
Up to 5 components
Ar, N2, He lines for flushing

Gas recirculation sistem: https://iopscience.iop.org/article/10.1088/1748-0221/12/10/T10002

https://mmm.cern.ch/owa/redir.aspx?C=ElVtaxskPOZ4k5r4gxT2HhOh--QZHSn13EH-FjQfMVY05PFp3ajZCA..&URL=https%3a%2f%2fiopscience.iop.org%2farticle%2f10.1088%2f1748-0221%2f12%2f10%2fT10002
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Long term studies

Goal: validation of eco-friendly gas mixture under LHC-like background radiation and gas recirculation

Gas mixture: He / HFO / R134A / iC4H10 / SF6 - 30 / 32.25 / 32.25 / 4.5 / 1  (2020-12-09 -> 2021-06-01)  

Aging tests on eco-friendly gas mixtures

- Monitoring of detector currents and performance with cosmics (time to time on 

Wednesday access)

With actual irradiation 
condition ~ 2 years are 
needed to reach HL-LHC 
integrated charge prediction 
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Long term studies

Goal: validation of eco-friendly gas mixture under LHC-like background radiation and gas recirculation

RPC

ISE

x4 more F-  
production

Study of F- impurities productions:

-> Quantification of F- with Ion Selective Electrodes (ISE)
-> Identification with GC/MS
Ongoing on purifiers efficiency in trapping F-
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Long term studies

Goal: validation of eco-friendly gas mixture under LHC-like background radiation and gas recirculation

Gas mixture: He / HFO / R134A / iC4H10 / SF6 - 30 / 32.25 / 32.25 / 4.5 / 1  (2020-12-09 -> 2021-06-01)  

Corrected currents not constant:
- HP: stronger dependence from T 

compared to actual correction 
→  under investigation

Aging tests on eco-friendly gas mixtures

- research of better P/T correction

Current sensor (Yoctopus)

Temperature sensor (Yoctopus)
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Test Beam

137-Cs 
Source RPCs

NIM coincidence 
modules

VME bridge and digitizer 
v1730, v1742

-> Readout of 7 strips (2.1 x 100 cm2) for each RPCs
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Test Beam

Characterization of RPCs performance 
studied for 13 eco-friendly gas mixtures:

- R-134A substitutes (7 mixtures):
-> HFO, CO2, He

- SF6 substitutes (4 mixtures):
 -> Novec 4710, HFO122yd

- iC4H10 substitutes (2 mixture) 
->  HFO122yd

STD mix 
(reference):

WP ~ 9700 V
Eff ~ 98.5 %
SP ~ 3.39 %

All gas mixtures were tested 
before in laboratory
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Test Beam: R134A substitutes

He 30 + HFO mix:
- WP 200 V less than STD mix
- SP 9.3%: higher than STD mix (3.4%)

CO2 50 + HFO mix:
- WP 700 V higher than STD mix
- SP 9.1%: higher than STD mix (3.4%)

STD mix (reference):
source off:

WP ~ 9700 V
Eff ~ 98.5 %
SP ~ 3.4 %
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Test Beam: R134A substitutes

Higher currents 
compared to STD 

mix

Higher efficiency 
drop compared to 

STD mix

@300 Hz/cm^2

@300 
Hz/cm^2

2 % higher for He-HFO Mix
3% higher for CO2-HFO Mix

~ 100 uA
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Test Beam: SF6 substitutes

STD mix (reference):
source off:

WP ~ 9450 V
Eff ~ 98.6 %
SP ~ 0.12 %

HFO1224yd mix:
- Same WP than STD mix
- SP 1.1% higher than STD mix (0.12%)

->  tested also with 0.5%

NOVEC4710 mix:
- WP 450 V higher than STD mix
- Same SP than STD mix 

->  tested also with 0.1%

* different rpc
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Test Beam: SF6 substitutes

- HFO1224yd mix similar 
to STD mix

- Novec 4710 mix  similar 
than STD mix

- HFO1224yd mix similar 
to STD mix

- Novec 4710 mix similar 
than STD mix
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R&D on eco-friendly gas mixtures and gas recirculation

- Promising SF6 substitutes tested during Test Beam

- HFO mixtures seem to show higher currents and higher 

efficiency drop with respect to standard gas mixture

- Long term RPC performance characterization with 

eco-friendly gas mixtures and background radiation planned 

for next year

- Cosmics and gamma background measurements under 

investigation

- F- impurity measurement (ISE) planned for next months 

(EP-DT and ECOGAS set up)

- Request for dedicated HFO gas line: now we have to bring 

the gas bottle in the gas room and change by ourself (time 

consuming and possibility of creating leaks)
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Test Beam: iC4H10 substitutes

STD mix (reference):
source off:

WP ~ 9450 V
Eff ~ 98.6 %
SP ~ 0.12 %

He 30 + HFO122yd mix:
- WP 750 V higher than STD mix
- SP 1.9% -> higher than STD mix (0.12%)

CO2 60 + HFO122yd mix:
- WP 1600 V higher than STD mix
- SP 18.7% ->  higher than STD mix 

(0.12%)

* different rpc
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Test Beam: iC4H10 substitutes

For both mixture:

 much higher currents 
compared to STD mix

For both mixture:

 much higher efficiency 
drop  compared to STD 
mix

@300 Hz
~3%

@300 Hz

~130 uA


